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In many Western countries, women now reach educational levels comparable to men, although their income
remains considerably lower. For the past decades, it has become increasingly clear that these measures
of socio-economic status are influenced by genetic as well as environmental factors. Less is known about
the relationship between education and income, and sex differences. The aim of this study was to explore
genetic and environmental factors influencing education and income in a large cohort of young Norwegian
twins, with special emphasis on gender differences. National register data on educational level and income
were obtained for 7,710 twins (aged 29–41 years). Bivariate Cholesky models were applied to estimate
qualitative and quantitative gender differences in genetic and environmental influences, the relative contribution of genetic and environmental factors to the correlation between education and income, and genetic
correlations within and between sexes and phenotypes. The phenotypic correlation between educational
level and income was 0.34 (0.32–0.39) for men and 0.45 (0.43–0.48) for women. An ACE model with both
qualitative and quantitative sex differences fitted the data best. The genetic correlation between men and
women (rg ) was 0.66 (0.22–1.00) for educational attainment and 0.38 (0.01–0.75) for income, and between
the two phenotypes 0.31 (0.08–0.52) for men and 0.72 (0.64–0.85) for women. Our results imply that, in
relatively egalitarian societies with state-supported access to higher education and political awareness of
gender equality, genetic factors may play an important role in explaining sex differences in the relationship
between education and income.
 Keywords: twin studies, education, income, socio-economic status, sex differences

In Norway, as well as most other developed countries, a
growing proportion of men and women obtain college or
university degrees, and the share of women with higher
education is increasing at a quicker rate than the share
of men (Hirsch et al., 2010). In 2008, 29% of Norwegian
women and 25% of men had higher education. The female
majority in higher education is not unique to Norway, but
applies to most EU countries, including the new member
states (Hirsch et al., 2010).
Labor force participation for women is high in Norway,
and the gap between women’s and men’s participation is
small compared with other countries (Hirsch et al., 2010).
Since the 1980s, women aged 25–40 years in particular have
been more active in the labor market. But in contrast to
educational attainment, there are still large gender gaps in
economic achievement. This can partly be explained by
more women than men working part time (in 2008, 43%
of Norwegian women and 13% of Norwegian men worked

part time; Hirsch et al., 2010), but also by the fact that
the returns to education vary strongly between professions.
According to EU reports (European Commission, 2013), average gross hourly earnings for women are approximately
84% of that for men. In Norway, the raw wage gap (i.e., annual income independent of, e.g., part-time employment)
was 32.5% in 2003, while the adjusted wage gap was 15.5%
and thus comparable to EU averages (Skrede, 2010).
Norway is a relatively egalitarian society with regard to
socio-economic status. Still, social inequalities in mortality
seem to have increased during the past decades (Rognerud
& Zahl, 2006). Both educational attainment and economic
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achievement are associated with mental and physical health,
wellbeing, and longevity (Adler & Ostrove, 1999). The relationship between educational achievement and health, and
to what degree economic factors mediate this association,
has been studied extensively. According to recent studies
from the United States, it seems that both the raw effect of
education on health, and the mediating effect of income,
varies both over age and between cohorts (Lynch, 2006).
The latter might be especially strong during midlife, but it
also significant in young adults (Lynch, 2006). From a public health perspective, it is, thus, important to study factors
influencing both educational and economic achievement,
and the underlying factors explaining individual variations
in these constructs.
Educational attainment is to a large degree dependent
on familial factors (Ermisch & Francesconi, 2001; Saeter,
2009). Intergeneration mobility in income has increased in
the past decades, and seems to be especially strong in Scandinavia (Bratberg et al., 2005). Still, sibling correlations are
significant, and seem to be more important than neighborhood and other societal variables (Bjorklund et al., 2002;
Lindahl, 2011).
For the past three decades, several studies using genetically informative designs have documented that familial
transmission of educational attainment (years of schooling) is both genetic and environmental in nature (Heath
et al., 1985; Johnson et al., 2010; Szanton et al., 2009; Tambs
et al., 1989). Simultaneously, access to higher education and
mean levels of schooling obtained have increased substantially during the past 50 years. Today, the great majority
of the population in OECD countries completes some sort
of secondary education (OECD, 2011). In a study from
Heath et al. (1985), the authors compared three birth cohorts from 1915 to 1960. They found that for males, the
relative influence of genetic versus shared environmental
factors increased with time, so that genetic factors were
more important in cohorts born after, than before World
War II. For females, however, the relative importance of
these factors changed very little, and in the youngest cohort,
shared environmental factors still contributed substantially
to educational achievement. In a subsequent article, Tambs
et al. (1989) studied four birth cohorts of male twins and
found a large and significant decrease in the influence of
shared environmental factors on educational attainment
between those born before and those born after World War
II, and a corresponding increase in genetic influence. In
a study from Australia, however, there was no evidence for
secular trends or sex differences (Le et al., 2010; Miller et al.,
1999). A recent meta-analysis of genetic and environmental
influences on educational attainment in 15 samples from
different countries clearly demonstrates, however, that the
heritability of educational attainment and the influence of
family environment varies substantially between nations,
and is dependent on generation and sex — with heritability generally being higher in men and in those born in the

second half of the 20th century (Branigan et al., 2013).
However, few studies have included opposite sex twins and
thus been able to explore the issue of gender differences.
Previous studies on genetic and environmental influences on economic achievement have emerged from the
field of economics, including studies focusing on explaining the ‘gender pay gap’, (i.e., the average difference between
men’s and women’s hourly earnings; Bonjour et al., 2002;
Miller et al., 1996, 2006) and on lifetime earnings and wealth
(for a comprehensive review of genoeconomic studies, see
Benjamin et al., 2012). The former is interesting from an individual perspective: while statistics on average gross hourly
earnings for women versus men are important to elaborate
gender discrimination in the labor force (equal pay for equal
work), absolute income is influenced also by choice of occupation, and a subject’s willingness to work part time, or
abstain from paid work altogether. All might be influenced
by societal (gender stereotypy, expectations from the community) and individual (i.e., personality) factors. Results
from previous studies indicate a small to moderate heritability of income, with higher estimates for men than for
women (Benjamin et al., 2012; Björklund & Jäntti, 2009).
So far, few classical twin studies have been conducted, especially including opposite sex twins, and thus the possibility
to explore qualitative gender differences (Benjamin et al.,
2012; Björklund & Jäntti, 2009).
With regard to a causal relationship between education
and income, previous research on a UK female twin sample
indicates that this might be confounded by genetic factors
as well as family background and ability scores (Bonjour
et al., 2002). In light of the above discussed discrepancy in
the past decades’ development of educational and income
levels for men and women (equal levels of education but still
large discrepancies in income), it is thus of great interest to
explore to what extent different genetic and environmental factors influence the two measures of socio-economic
status, and whether the magnitude of genetic and environmental influence differ between genders. If genetic factors
influencing educational attainment differ significantly from
those influencing income, this might increase our understanding of the discrepancies observed in how increased
education does not necessarily lead to increased economic
achievement, especially for women. If the same is true for
environmental factors, this might shed important light on
possible interventions — again with the gender perspective
in mind. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies
have used the bivariate twin modeling approach to answer
these questions.
The aim of the current study was to estimate the relative contributions of genetic and environmental factors
to educational levels and income in a cohort of young
adult Norwegian twins. We particularly wanted to explore
the bivariate relationship between the two outcomes. As
our sample included opposite sex twins, we were also able
to fully explore how genetic and environmental factors
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influencing education and income might be dependent on
sex.

Materials and Methods
Sample

Data for the current analyses came from the Norwegian
Institute of Public Health Twin Panel (NIPHTP). This
database includes twins identified through information
from the National Medical Birth Registry, established January 1, 1967, which receives mandatory notification of all
live- and stillbirths of at least 16 weeks gestation. Two questionnaire studies have been conducted to obtain data on
zygosity, demographics and somatic and mental health:
in 1992 (Q1 — twins born 1967–1974) and in 1998 (Q2
— twins born 1967–1979; Harris et al., 2006). Altogether,
12,700 twins received the second questionnaire, and 8,045
responded (response rate 63%). Female sex, monozygosity, and higher education predicted participation in Q2
(Tambs et al., 2009). When linking questionnaire data to
public registries, we aimed to include twins who took part
in the second questionnaire, as well as 20 subjects from
the same cohort who subsequently agreed to participate in
other studies where zygosity information was obtained. Of
these 8,065 eligible participants, 315 had resigned from the
NIPHTP since 1998, 38 declined to have their questionnaire
data linked to public registries, and for one twin, previously
obtained data and agreement forms were insufficient to be
included. Thus, our final sample included 7,710 subjects.
Zygosity was initially determined using questionnaire
items previously shown to classify correctly more than 97%
of the twin pairs (Magnus et al., 1983), and molecular markers for a subgroup of the sample, based on genotyping 24
microsatellite markers. The discrepancy between classification based on the questionnaire and DNA markers implied
an expected misclassification of less than 2% for the whole
sample (Tambs et al., 2009). The NIPHTP and the Norwegian Twin Registry is described thoroughly elsewhere (Harris et al., 2006; Nilsen, Brandt et al., 2012; Nilsen, Knudsen
et al., 2012).
Approval for the current study was received from the
Regional Ethical Committee.
Measures

The main outcome variables used in the present study were
registry-based information about education and income in
2008.
Using the unique national identification numbers issued
to all Norwegians at birth, data obtained from the sample
described above were linked to registries at Statistics Norway: The Norwegian National Education Database (NUDB)
and the Income Register. NUDB includes individually based
statistics on education since 1970, including annually completed education (graduates). The income statistics have
been produced annually from 1993. By linking income data
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from the tax returns to income data from other administrative registers (including, among others, tax returns, End of
the Year Certificate Register [unemployment benefits, various tax-free transfers], The Norwegian Ministry of Health
and Care Services), the Income Register has comprehensive
statistics covering most of the population’s cash income.
For the purpose of the current study, which focuses on educational attainment and earning, we applied the variable
‘work related income’. This variable includes income from
employees and the self-employed (excluding benefits and
capital income). In the twin analyses, education was measured using eight categories, from 0 (no education) and 1
(compulsory education only) to 7 (doctoral degree), and income was included in the analyses as eight categories based
on percentiles. The upper limit for the lowest category was
approximately 20,000 €, the lower limit for the highest category was approximately 74,000 €.
Statistics

In the classical twin design, variation in traits is decomposed into the additive genetic (A), shared environment
(C), and non-shared (unique) environment (E) latent factors. As monozygotic (MZ) twins share all their genetic
material, and dizygotic (DZ) twins share on average half of
their segregating genes, A would tend to make MZ twins
correlate twice as high as DZ twins. C is defined as environmental factors that contribute to similarity between
twins, and is further assumed to have an equal effect on
MZ and DZ twins. E is by definition not shared between
twins in a pair, and hence does not contribute to twin similarity. E also contains the measurement error that is inherent in the total observed variance of the specified model.
The influence of each of these factors on the variables can
be estimated using structural equation modelling. For the
twin models, liability threshold models were fitted using
the raw data option in OpenMx (Boker et al., 2011). Under
minimum regularity conditions, the difference in -2 times
log likelihood (-2LL) is asymptotically chi-squared distributed, which allows testing for significant deterioration
in chi-squared for nested submodels. If the difference in
chi-squared is non-significant, the more restricted model
is preferred over the less restricted model. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1987), calculated as 2 − 2df
was used in order to select the best fitting and most parsimonious model. Preferred models are those with the lowest
AIC-value.
With data on multiple phenotypes, it is possible to make
use of the additional information in the cross-twin crosstrait correlation to determine the degree of genetic and
environmental overlap between the variables. In the bivariate analyses, we examined to what extent A, C and E factors accounted for the covariance between education and
income, applying the Cholesky decomposition (Neale &
Cardon, 1992). In this study, we wanted to pay particular attention to possible sex differences. Quantitative sex
TWIN RESEARCH AND HUMAN GENETICS
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TABLE 1
Polychoric Correlations Between Education and Income
Cross-twin correlation
Zygosity (n)

Within-twin correlation Education/Income

Educational level

Income

Cross-twin cross-trait correlation

MZM (1,194)
DZM (994)
MZF (1,694)
DZF (1,432)
DZU (2,384)

0.35 (0.29–0.41)
0.33 (0.26–0.40)
0.45 (0.40–0.50)
0.49 (0.46–0.54)
0.42 (0.38–0.45)

0.75 (0.70–0.79)
0.53 (0.43–0.61)
0.76 (0.71–0.79)
0.49 (0.42–0.56)
0.45 (0.39–0.51)

0.55 (0.48–0.62)
0.30 (0.18–0.41)
0.45 (0.38–0.51)
0.17 (0.09–0.25)
0.12 (0.04–0.17)

0.34 (0.28–0.41)
0.18 (0.09–0.26)
0.36 (0.31–0.42)
0.26 (0.20–0.32)
0.21 (0.15–0.21)

Note: MZM = monozygotic males, DZM = dizygotic males, MZF = monozygotic females, DZF = dizygotic females, DZU = dizygotic opposite sex
twins.

effects involve the same genetic and environmental factors,
but with different effect sizes for males and females. Qualitative sex differences involve influences from sex specific
genetic and/or environmental latent factors; that is, they
imply that different genes and/or environmental factors influence a given trait in males versus females. We, therefore,
applied the approach previously described by Neale et al.
(2006). Quantitative sex effects were modelled by allowing the path coefficients from the latent genetic effects to
differ for males and females, while constraining the genetic and environmental correlation matrices to be equal
across gender. In accordance with Neale et al. (2006), qualitative sex-specific effects were modeled by adding to the
quantitative sex limitation model a separate set of genetic
effects in males. In the event that there are no qualitative
sex differences in the genetic influences, the male-specific
genetic paths are estimated to be zero, while at the opposite extreme, if there are no overlapping genetic influences in males and females, the path coefficients in the
quantitative part of the model are estimated to be zero in
males.
From a bivariate model, allowing for both qualitative
and quantitative sex differences, it is possible to calculate
the magnitude of genetic overlap between the sexes (genetic
correlation, rg ) for each individual phenotype (given that
there are qualitative sex differences), and the correlation
between the influence of each latent factor (A, C and E)
on the two phenotypes in each sex (given quantitative sex
differences). Further, as genetic correlation is not informative of the extent to which genes account for the phenotypic
correlation, it is also of interest to estimate to what degree
the phenotypic correlation can be attributed to genetic (bivariate heritability), shared and non-shared environmental
influence (Plomin et al., 2008).
We first fit a model allowing for both qualitative and
quantitative sex differences and then tested the effect of
shared environment by comparing the fit of the full model to
one where all C parameters were fixed at zero. Subsequently,
we compared the fit of the full model to one including
quantitative sex differences only, and to a model without
sex differences, following standard model-fitting procedure
by testing submodels where selected parameters were fixed
to zero.

Results
Sample Characteristics

The final sample consisted of 7,710 participants; 4,464
(57.9%) were females and the mean age of all participants
in 2008 was 36 (range 29–41) years. Of these, 15.6% had
completed compulsory education only (i.e., 9 years). Higher
education (college degree or more) was significantly more
prevalent among women (51.5% vs. 45.1%, p < .001), but
more men than women had completed an upper university
degree (16.2% vs. 11.3%, p < .001). Annual income in 2008
differed significantly between sexes (median income males
455,000 NOK [approx. 54,300 €], females 323,000 NOK
[approx. 38,500 €], p < .001).
Polychoric Correlations

The phenotypic correlation (95% CI) between education
and income was 0.34 (0.32–0.39) for men and 0.45 (0.43–
0.48) for women. Table 1 displays polychoric correlations
for the two phenotypes in the five zygosity groups. For
education, cross-twin correlations were high in all zygosity
groups, and about 50% higher in MZ than in DZ twin pairs,
indicating influences of both genetic and common environmental factors. For income, correlations were about twice
as high in MZ as in DZ pairs, and lower in DZU twins,
indicative of genetic but no common environmental influence, and of qualitative sex differences. Cross-twin crosstrait correlations showed an intermediate pattern.
Bivariate Analysis of Education and Income

The results from the model fitting of the bivariate Cholesky
model allowing for both quantitative and qualitative sex
differences are given in Table 2. Model 1 allows for both
qualitative and quantitative sex differences. Removing the
C parameter (Model 2) resulted in significant deterioration in fit. We then restrained the sex differences to include
quantitative effects only (Model 3), but this again resulted
in a model that fitted the data significantly worse than the
full model. All subsequent models were rejected by the chisquare test, and had higher AIC values than the full model.
Thus, Model 1 was chosen as the best-fitting model, indicating that the relationship between education and income was influenced by A, C and E, and that the type and
magnitude of genetic effects were dependent on sex. The
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TABLE 2
Model Fitting Results: Bivariate Cholesky Model
Model

-2ll

df

AIC

diff_ll

diff_df

p-value

AIC rank

1. Qualitative sex limitation ACE
2. Qualitative sex limitation AE
3. Quantitative sex limitation ACE
4. Quantitative sex limitation AE
5. Quantitative sex limitation CE
6. No sex limitation ACE
7. No sex limitation AE
8. No sex limitation CE

44820.79
44849.08
44838.92
44892.48
45069.56
44878.13
44894.57
45070.63

15139
15144
15142
15147
15147
15146
15149
15149

14542.49
14561.08
14554.92
14598.48
14775.56
14586.13
14596.57
14772.63

—
28.29
18.13
71.69
248.77
57.34
73.78
249.84

—
5
3
8
8
7
10
10

—
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

1
3
2
6
8
4
5
7

Note: Best fitting model in bold type. ll = log likelihood, df = degrees of freedom, AIC = Aikake’s information criteria.

parameter estimates for the best fitting model are shown in
Figure 1(a)–(c).

Genetic and Environmental Contributions to Education
and Income

The contribution of genetic, shared and non-shared environmental factors to the phenotypic correlation between
education and income were obtained from OpenMX, but
can also be calculated using the numbers in Figure 1. In
Figure 2(a), these are presented as absolute values, while
the bivariate heritability can be estimated by dividing these
numbers on the phenotypic correlation. This gives a bivariate heritability of (0.41 ∗ 0.19) + (0.47 ∗ 0.12/0.34) = 0.37
(95% CI 0.10–0.62) for men and (0.74 ∗ 0.47)/0.45) = 0.70
(95% CI 0.60–0.90) for women. Corresponding estimates
for the relative contribution of common environmental factors were 0.50 (0.22–0.69) for men and 0.13 (0.002–0.29) for
women, and for unique environmental factors 0.15 (0.09–
0.21) for men and 0.11 (0.07–0.17) for women. As seen from
Figure 2(a), the higher phenotypic correlation between education and income for females could largely be explained
by a more prominent contribution from genetic factors
in females. Shared environmental factors seemed, on the
other hand, to be more important in men than in women,
although the confidence intervals for the absolute contributions were overlapping (Figure 2(a)).
The genetic correlation (95% CI) between education and
income was 0.31 (0.08–0.52) for men and 0.72 (0.64–0.85)
for women. The C and E correlations, constrained to be
equal for men and women, were estimated to 1.00 (0.55–
1.00) and 0.15 (0.08–0.22), respectively.
The relative influence of genetic and environmental factors on education and income retrieved from the bivariate
Cholesky model are displayed in Figure 2(b) and (c). The
heritability estimate (with 95% CI) of educational attainment was (0.422 + 0.472 ) = 0.40 (0.23–0.57) for men and
(0.742 ) = 0.55 (0.40–0.69) for women. Corresponding results for income was 0.46 (0.25–0.56) and 0.42 (0.35–0.48).
The genetic correlations (95% CI) between men and women
were 0.66 (0.22–1.00) for educational attainment and 0.38
(0.01–0.75) for income.
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Discussion
In this cohort of young adult Norwegian twins, the correlation between education and income was moderate, and
stronger for women than for men. Our best fitting bivariate model included both quantitative and qualitative sex
differences in the relative contribution of genetic factors to
individual variation in education and income, and to the
correlation between the two measures of socio-economic
status. Genetic factors seemed to be relatively more important for women than for men in explaining the correlation
between the two phenotypes.
The phenotypic correlation between education and income was moderate. When decomposed into genetic and
environmental factors (Figure 2(a)), genetic factors accounted for most of the correlation for females, while common environmental factors seemed more important for
men. This difference between sexes was also reflected by the
much higher genetic correlation between education and income in women (0.72 vs. 0.31). Thus, our results indicate
that many of the same genetic factors that drive women towards higher education also drives them towards jobs with
higher salaries. For men, however, there might be larger
discrepancies between genetically influenced traits (such as
personality traits or cognitive abilities) promoting higher
education versus higher income levels. One might speculate, for instance, that while cognitive abilities might be
more important determinators for higher education, certain personality traits (such as those influencing economic
risk taking) might be more important for economic achievement.
In our bivariate model, the heritability estimate of educational attainment was higher for women than for men, while
the contribution of shared environmental factors showed
the inverse pattern (Figure 2(a)). This is in contrast to what
has been found in older Norwegian cohorts. Where Heath
et al. (1985) found that for men genetic factors became
relatively more important over time than shared environment, while this was not the case for women. Thus, in the
youngest cohort they included (born 1950–1960), genetic
factors were more (and shared environment less) important for educational attainment for men, while the reverse
was true for women. Our findings are also inconsistent with
TWIN RESEARCH AND HUMAN GENETICS
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FIGURE 1
Diagram over the best fitting model (Cholesky ACE with qualitative and qualitative sex limitations) explaining the relationship between
educational attainment and income in young adult opposite sex twins. Path estimates for additive genetic (A) (Figure 1(a)), shared
environmental (C) (Figure 1(b)) and non-shared environmental (E) (Figure 1(c)) factors, including 95% confidence intervals. Subscript F
indicate female, M indicate male, Ms indicate male-specific. Correlation between AM and AF is fixed to 0.5, correlation between CM and
CF fixed to 1.0. (Neale et al., 2006).
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FIGURE 2
Relative contributions of additive (A), shared environmental (C) and unique environmental (E) factors for the phenotypic correlation
between education and income (Figure 1(a)), and for educational attainment (Figure 1(b)) and income (Figure 1(c)) retrieved from the
bivariate Cholesky model.

what is most commonly found worldwide — that genes are
relatively more important for men than for women (Branigan et al., 2013). Our heritability estimates for educational
attainment had, however, overlapping confidence intervals,
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and the 95% CI for the genetic correlation between sexes
included 1. This indicates substantial statistical uncertainty
with regard to both quantitative and qualitative sex differences in genetic contributions to educational attainment,
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and thus these results should be interpreted with caution.
Moreover, in univariate analyses of educational attainment
conducted in a study based on mainly the same sample (on
the bivariate relationship between education and anxiety
(Tambs et al., 2012)), an ACE model with no sex differences
fitted the data best. On the other hand, we at least found
no indication of genetic factors being more important for
men than for women with regard to educational attainment.
This probably is the direct result of the substantial efforts
that have been made to provide equal gender opportunities,
especially focusing on equal rights to higher education. It is
probably also of importance that parental social influence
on their children’s education might have decreased after the
beginning of the 1970s as a consequence of financial aid for
students becoming independent of family income. It should
also be noted that even though educational levels are very
similar between men and women in Norway, area of subjects differ greatly. One can speculate that genes influencing
different phenotypes — for example, different personality
characteristics — again influence different choices of education in men and women. Sex differences found in this
investigation should, however, be confirmed in other studies before any firm conclusions are made.
Our results indicate that common environmental factors are of very limited importance in explaining variation
in income levels (Figure 2(b)). We found that genetic factors seemed to be similar in magnitude for men and women,
but that genes influencing income levels differed between
the sexes. The latter was confirmed in a relatively modest
genetic correlation between genetic factors influencing income levels in men and women (0.38). These results are
interesting in light of previous studies, although most of
these differ slightly in their methodological approach (Benjamin et al., 2012; Björklund & Jäntti, 2009). Analyses from
Sweden, the United States and Australia have revealed heritability estimates ranging from 0.20 to 0.68, and, with a
few exceptions, showed no evidence for common environmental effects (for a review, see Table 1 in Hyytinen et al.,
2013). Our twin correlations and heritability estimates correspond closely with those obtained from Swedish samples
(Benjamin et al., 2012; Hyytinen et al., 2013), even though
these were based on average income over up to 20 years.
In their 2006 paper, Miller et al. (2006) reported crosstwin correlation estimates for income in MZ and DZ twins
(Table 2, p. 576) as 0.50 and 0.136, respectively. Although
they do not separate between genders, this is broadly in
accordance with our own results (Table 1, column 4), with
substantial differences between MZs and DZs in all groups.
Our hypothesis was that genetic (and environmental)
factors accounting for income are not necessarily the same
across gender, or as those influencing educational level.
Qualitative sex differences have, to the best of our knowledge, not been reported previously. Income and wealth are
influenced by a large number of factors, of which many are
subjected to genetic influence. Economic risk taking has

been shown to be influenced by genetic factors, although
without detectable gender differences (Le et al., 2010).
Other genetically influenced factors, such as personality,
might account for our observed gender differences (e.g.,
so that personality traits influencing economic risk taking,
choice of profession, and priorities related to working
hours and salary differ between men and women).
Strengths and Limitations

The strengths of this study are that it is population based,
includes all five zygosity groups, and that zygosity was determined using advanced methodology, including DNA analyses. Perhaps most importantly, education and income were
measured using public records with high levels of accuracy.
The results should, however, be interpreted in light of several
limitations. First, although we included a large number of
twins, substantial attrition was observed in this sample. As
previously reported, cooperation was predicted by monozygosity, female sex and higher education (Tambs et al., 2009).
Thus, the twins included in this study had higher mean education than the population means: In the terms used by
Statistics Norway, categorizing the population in four categories (1–4), mean level in our sample was 2.46 (95% CI
2.44–2.49), compared to 2.36 in the general population. It is,
however, reassuring that the correlation between education
and income corresponded with what has been found for
population-representative samples (Aaltonen et al., 2010;
Bhuller et al., 2010). Second, income was measured for one
year only, and not for a longer period. We chose to measure income for the latest year available instead of a longer
period, as our sample was young adults and we, thus, reasoned that the latest year would be more representative of
lifetime income. Third, one of the basic presumptions of
the classical twin model is that mating is independent of
the phenotype under study. A non-random, positive correlation will lead to deflated heritability estimates, as DZ twins
will share more than 50% of the involved genes. There is a
well-known spouse correlation for socio-economic factors,
especially education (Tambs & Moum, 1992). In the current
study, we did not adjust for this as data were not available for
parents’ income levels. We, therefore, must assume that the
heritability estimates found in this study were lower and
the contribution of common environment higher than if
this had been taken into consideration. Fourth, we were not
able to adjust for gene–environment correlation or gene–
environment interaction. Fifth, the results are probably not
universal but restricted to nations with high levels of gender
equality such as the Nordic countries.

Conclusion
In Norway, a relatively egalitarian society, genetic and
environmental contribution to the correlation between
educational attainment and income differs between men
and women. Thus, genetic as well as environmental factors seem important to explain the gender gap in returns
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to education and to economic achievement in general. Further studies should be conducted to explore whether these
results are applicable in other countries, as well as studies
directed towards understanding underlying genetically (as
well as environmentally) influenced characteristics, such as
personality, and include occupation/trades as well as academic achievement.
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